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Abstract: With the evolution of information technology, the use of internet of things has increased. It
affects several areas such as medical field, smart cities, and information systems. In this work, we
will use this technological development in the context of health, particularly e-health. We present a
platform based on IoMT to allow the monitoring of patient’s health. To meet the constraint of medical
secrecy and confidentiality of information, we will use the Blockchain as a secure system. Our system
will use the data collected by several smart sensors such as blood pressure, SPO2 concentration,
and EEG signals. These encrypted data will be collected by an embedded Raspberry PI 4 platform
(working as a smart data relay) before being processed (on a backend server) and then saved in an
embedded Blockchain node. The preliminary results show the effectiveness of the proposed platform
as a candidate of a low-cost example of secured Electronic Health Record (EHR).
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1. Introduction

The evolution of embedded systems has followed an ascending curve during the
last decades. Indeed, we have seen the use of embedded systems touching such domains
industry 4.0, agriculture, information systems, commerce, education, and the health domain.
Because of its importance in the health and well-being of humans, the use of the new
technologies in these fields has recently increased. Indeed, using artificial intelligence
algorithms to process data from different sensors is an efficient new technique to detect
anomalies, diseases, problems, or alerts. Indeed, it allows having an effective solution of
medical diagnostic assistance based on embedded systems.

However, in the context of this type of application, we are confronted with an impor-
tant problem—the confidentiality of the applications. To overcome this problem, several
possibilities are available to secure the data, such as data encryption, elimination of personal
information, etc. [1,2]. In this work, we will propose an approach based on Blockchain
technology to secure information. The Blockchain is considered as a suitable technology
since it allows making the encryption of information and preserving the confidentiality of
data while allowing having immutable and irreversible traces.

Our paper consists of 4 parts. We start with a state of the art on the Blockchain in
general and then the Blockchain applied to the medical field, and finally the embedded
Blockchain. Then, we will propose the implemented approach. The results of the work will
be revealed in part 3. We close our paper with a conclusion and some perspectives.

2. Blockchain Overview

Blockchain is a technology that allows information to be stored and transmitted
transparently and securely. It consists of a database that contains the history of all exchanges
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made between its various users. This database is secure and distributed. It is somehow
shared by its different users without intermediary, which allows everyone to verify the
validity of the chain [1].

The Blockchain, which uses trustworthy and secure transaction, can be used in
three ways:

− For the transfer of assets (money, securities, shares, etc.) [2]
− For a supply chain and a better traceability of assets and products [3]
− For securing confidential data (voting, health, diplomas, etc.) [4–7].

2.1. Blockchain Characteristics

Blockchain technology is characterized by:

• Disintermediation: The first property of Blockchain is to produce the trust necessary
for users to exchange without the control of a trusted third party. The Blockchain
allows trust to be based solely on technology and on the possibility for everyone to
control transactions and their validation at any time. Trust is distributed here and no
longer requires an intermediary [8].

• Transparency: Once a document is registered on the Blockchain, it exists at the moment
and cannot be modified. Anyone can download the entire Blockchain and verify its
reliability at any time. This is why the Blockchain is qualified by its transparency. All
users of the Blockchain can see the present and past transactions. It also makes it
possible to trace transactions and amounts when it comes to money [1].

• Security: Within a blockchain, all blocks are replicated in the network nodes and not
in a single server. This decentralized architecture acts as a structural defense against
the risks of data theft. Blockchain technology guarantees the security of recorded in-
formation. These records are said to be immutable: once stored, they become reserved
forever and cannot be easily changed [1]. In order to overcome the security chal-
lenges, various solutions related to blockchain have been proposed in literature [9–15].
These solutions discuss the importance of security and privacy in healthcare system
and suggest the advantages and challenges of utilizing blockchain as a solution in
healthcare systems. Farouk et al. [16] illustrated the need of data privacy protection
in IoT-enabled healthcare system and emphasized the way blockchain technology is
used to achieve privacy goals. Kumar et al. [14] discussed Permissioned Blockchain
and smart contract with Deep Learning (DL) techniques to design a novel secured
and efficient data sharing framework. Turjman et al. [17] discussed different ways to
integrate blockchain with the healthcare system in order to address issues like security,
privacy, access control integrity, and ownership. Sengupta et al. [18] reviewed the
benefits of smart contracts in terms of privacy protection and the ways they can extend
the capabilities of blockchain. Other studies have focused on preventing unauthorized
access [19] and protecting against eavesdropping [20]. Multiple means, such as effi-
cient authentication [21], biometric authentication [22], user verification [23], and the
use of dual signatures [24] have been suggested to achieve this objective. However,
relatively less attention has been paid to the prevention of external attacks, such as
attacks on sensor data [25], escrow, and collusion attacks [26]. In [15], Kumar et al.,
a Trustworthy Privacy-Preserving Secured Framework (TP2SF) for smart cities is pre-
sented. This framework includes three modules, namely: a trustworthiness module,
a two-level privacy module, and an intrusion detection module. In trustworthiness
module, address-based blockchain reputation system is designed. In the two-level
privacy module, a blockchain-based enhanced Proof of Work (ePoW) technique is
simultaneously applied with Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to transform data
into a new reduced shape to prevent inference and poisoning attacks.

• Autonomy: The blockchain system is autonomous and independent, which means
that each node of the blockchain system can access, update, transfer, and store data
securely [8].
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2.2. Different Blockchain Types

There are several types of blockchain dedicated to different use cases:

• Public Blockchain: The public blockchain is the historical blockchain. It is a blockchain
that anyone throughout the world can read and send transactions to. Such transactions
are expected to be included in the register, at least when they yield to the rules of the
blockchain. It is a decentralized network that works as a Peer-to-Peer network, in the
sense that it makes an exchange between two actors without intermediaries thanks to
a trust relationship. It is a type of Blockchain that is free to access. Anyone can make
transactions and/or verify them. The most known is Bitcoin [27].

• Private Blockchain: This type of Blockchain is considered a centralized network
because it is completely controlled by an organization. In a private blockchain, a
regulatory authority validates the introduction of new members and grants write
and read rights. This authority can be in sole control or collegially governed by the
different participants. Therefore, its access and use are limited to certain actors. No
one can participate without being authorized, but anyone can consult it. This type of
Blockchain is mainly used by companies such as banks. For the private Blockchain we
can quote MultiChain, Hyperledger Fabric [28], etc.

• Permissioned Blockchain: A Consortium Blockchain brings together several private
actors who have an interest in working together. Decisions or block validations are
made by the most important members, and not by the whole network as in public
Blockchains. The decision makers are the only ones who can verify the validity of the
blocks. Consortium blockchain is the controlled blockchain, in which the approval
process is controlled by a small and select number of nodes. The right to read the
blockchain can then be public, reserved for participants, or hybrid. For the consortium
type blockchain we know Corda, also known as R3, Ethereum, etc. [29].

2.3. Blockchain Applications

The blockchain technology can be used in several ways, as mentioned before. These include:

• For asset transfer (money, securities, stocks, etc.)
• For supply chain and better traceability of goods and products
• For securing confidential data (voting, health, diplomas, etc.)

As a result, using blockchain has become more and more common in such fields as
the economy, industry, smart cities, and especially e-health. In the field of finance and
entrepreneurship, the use of Blockchain is becoming more and more common. Larios-
Hernández argued that “blockchain entrepreneurship can generate semi-formal financial
services that bring people’s financial aspirations closer together”. Blockchain therefore
enables a new type of inclusive entrepreneurship. It provides a suitable solution for
financial inclusion at the bottom of the pyramid [30].

In [31], McKinsey et al. highlighted the importance of Blockchain technology. They
presented several areas of use for this technology, such as:

• Tracking of containers during the shipping process
• Gift and ownership
• Digital assets
• Protection of intellectual property
• Peer-to-peer lending through bitcoin or Ethereum

Moreover, blockchain technology has great potential for a range of activities in the
manufacturing industry. To make good use of blockchain in industry and especially in
Industry 4.0, we will use data extracted from sensors. In this framework we talk about
IoT technology, which becomes the source of different data that will be secured by the
blockchain. In [32], Attran et al. presented an approach to highlight the potential of
Blockchain in the industrial domain. Blockchain permits to give an efficient tracking
of containers, to across multiple constituencies, to accurate recording of all important
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product information, but also supports security and compliance adherence, to expedite
reconciliation of the contract and transfer of money [33].

For Industry 4.0, the Blockchain allows to:

• Act as a bridge between IoT devices.
• Sensor that timestamp data on the blockchain: it saves them from manipulation
• Reduce the vulnerability
• Formation of marketplace to enable customers to sell their data from IoT devices
• A platform to save IoT data on a private blockchain and share it with all business

partners [34].

That is why Blockchain improves reliability, deals with IoT deployment challenges,
handles big volumes of data, collaborates, communicates, and connects, including inte-
gration and communication, secures from cyber-attacks, and finally permits government
regulations, particularly of privacy issues or within the framework of smart city.

In fact, smart cities use information and communication technologies to increase
operational efficiency, share information with citizens, and improve both the quality of
services and the well-being of citizens. Blockchains are suitable for autonomous transactions
between networked devices and machines. For example, an electric car could pay for a
charging station in order to get electrical energy or pay a toll to cross a toll gate. Thus, one
idea adopted is to use blockchain-enabled smart charging stations. In [35] smart meter,
users pay for electricity in cryptocurrencies (Velcoin). Another application in smart cities is
presented. It is to use the Blockchain to book, pay, and manage smart parking lots. In [36],
Badr et al. illustrated this use case of the Blockchain. In the next part, we will focus on the
use of blockchain in the field of e-health.

2.4. Blockchain for E-Health

The sharing of data among different medical devices and healthcare providers plays
a crucial role in an IMoT network. However, one of the major issues in secure data
sharing is data fragmentation. Data fragmentation may lead to an information gap across
healthcare providers who are associated with a single patient. Insufficient information
may hinder the treatment process. Blockchain technology is used to solve the problem
of data fragmentation and help the healthcare centers to establish a connection among
the data repositories that are present in the network. This further ensures secure and
protective sharing of sensitive medical information and increases transparency between the
doctors and patients. Blockchain technology also promotes collaboration among healthcare
providers and organizations to do qualitative research.

The secure transmission in blockchain technology can be due to three factors. First, it
contains an immutable “ledger” that can be accessed and controlled by people. It ensures
that once a record is stored in the ledger, it cannot be modified. Further, each transaction
in the ledger must follow certain predefined rules. Second, blockchain is a distributed
technology and operates simultaneously from multiple devices and computers. Third,
blockchain follows the agreement rules and data exchange policies with a smart contract
mechanism. The smart contract manages identity and sets out permissions to access
different electronic medical reports (EMRs) that are stored in the blockchain. It means that
doctors are only allowed to go through those EMRs to which they have been permitted.
Over recent years, numerous blockchain projects have been established in the healthcare
industry for the management of EMR, medicine prescription, and clinical pathways.

Healthcare and pharmaceutical companies are already vouching for its effectiveness
by spending millions of dollars. According to a recent report, blockchain in the healthcare
market is expected to reach $890.5 million by 2023 [37]. In healthcare, blockchain is recog-
nized as an effective tool to avoid data breaches, increase the accuracy of medical records,
and reduce costs. Some countries such as Australia and the United Kingdom have begun
experimenting with Blockchain technology to manage medical records and transactions
with patients, healthcare workers, and insurance companies. With a decentralized network
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of computers managing the Blockchain and simultaneously recording every transaction,
conflicting information is automatically detected.

To modernize the analysis and care process, healthcare professionals are now em-
bracing IoT. Billions of sensors and devices have been connected via the internet. Remote
patient monitoring technology is now common for therapy and care offered to patients.
However, these tools also pose serious privacy and security risks with respect to the transfer
of information and the recording of data transactions. These security and confidentiality
problems of medical information can result in a delay in the course of treatment and can
even endanger the life of the patient. In [38], SimićMiloš et al. propose the use of Blockchain
to provide secure management and analysis of important medical data.

By combining IoT with Blockchain, we could easily collect various patient data from
different nodes, and perform real-time patient monitoring while storing the data more
securely. Due to the current lack of database features in Blockchain technology, the data
could be stored efficiently by using Big Data tools. Blockchain technology and big data
have both experienced a quick growth. Coupling these two emerging technologies satis-
fies two important Big Data analysis requirements, which are security and efficient data
organization. The proposed system in this paper targets various medical data and analysis
exchanges between patients and doctors. As the proposed system is scalable, it must be
able to fulfill both big data and blockchain technologies requirements while always being
embedded. One of the possible key solutions is FPGA technology, which was already used
in the work presented in this paper. Indeed, with its fine grain intrinsic parallelism, FPGA
is well-tailored to serve as data center, while major FPGA vendors already propose data
analytics frameworks and libraries.

Thus, we are able to reduce costs and improve collaboration between healthcare
institutions using Blockchain. This will prevent hackers from storing or altering sensitive
patient data. Blockchains provide robust, distributed systems and the ability to interact
with nodes in a reliable and auditable manner. Blockchains offer smart contracts as a new
mode of interaction. They enable the automation of complex multi-step processes. Devices
in the IoT ecosystem are the touch points with the physical world [38,39].

2.5. Blockchain Constraints in Embedded Systems

As the use of embedded systems has become increasingly frequent, we find several
works that implement the Blockchain despite its great greed in hardware and temporal
resources. For example, in [7], Allouche et al. used the Blockchain to track documents and
counteract plagiarism.

In [6], Frikha et al. used a Raspberry Pi 3 as a platform to be a Blockchain node
for each patient and save both medial and confidential information as well as less se-
cret data collected from a smartwatch (Blood pressure, steps count, walking time, and
calories burned).

In [40], Falcone et al. proposed a blockchain-based mapping protocol for distributed
robotic systems running on embedded hardware. This protocol was developed for a robotic
system designed to locomote on lattice structures for space applications. They used proof
of validity as consensus.

In [41], Dammak et al. proposed an IoT Architecture Integrating Blockchain and LoRa
Network for Personal Health Care Data Monitoring. They used Arduino with Lora Shield
and pulse heart sensor for ECG data. In [42], an embedded architecture was proposed
to implement an HW IP for accelerating Proof of Work Consensus. This consensus is the
most secure one. PoW is greedy, which is why Frikha et al. [42] proposed a Verilog IP
implemented on FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Arrays) to improve system efficiency
especially the real-time and the low power constraints [43–46]. In fact, most of the IoMT
devices run on battery. Once a sensor is put on, the replacement of the battery is not easy.
As such, a high-power battery was used to power such a system.

Moreover, as we mentioned in healthcare, real-time analysis of data is a trend that
becomes a reality. In fact, doctors are able to consult the historical data assigned to patients.
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They are also authorized to ask for real-time data before writing a report describing the
health state and prescribing the right treatment.

Indeed, after the authentication, each one of the Medical Staff is able to handle all the
application functionalities according to the permission given by the Healthcare Service
Provider. For example, a doctor can consult all the patient data which are assigned to them
and whose parameters are stored in the Blockchain platform. They can ask for real-time
parameters using a communication protocol through the application server.

Finally, they are able to write a report about the patient’s health state. This file will be
uploaded by the doctor and stored into the platform. The Hash of the uploaded file is then
added to the Blockchain platform. Moreover, nodes must allow data to be collected and
locally processed and reduce recurring transmissions over the cloud between Cloud and
device users, which ensures real-time computation and improved QoS.

On the other hand, concerning the overall performance evaluation of blockchain
systems, some metrics cannot reflect the detailed performance in different process stages.
Detailed performance information of blockchain is urgently required and metrics are
lacking. Moreover, the overhead of real-time diagnostic, as well as scalability of the
monitoring framework, need to be comprehensively investigated. Thus, the challenges
of performance monitoring for blockchain systems can be summed up as to what and
how to monitor. To attack the above challenges, some studies [47,48] focus on real-time
performance monitoring framework for blockchain systems. The framework gets the
performance data in real-time by log analysis and daemon process.

The feasibility of implementing Ethereum Blockchain with Proof of Work on an RPi,
as well as the possibility of having a reliable IoT-based system, is shown in Reyna et al. [49].
For example, EthEmbedded enables the installation of Ethereum full nodes on embedded
devices such as Raspberry Pi, Beaglebone Black, and Odroid. Raspnode and Ethrasp-
bian both support the installation of Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Litecoin full nodes on a
Raspberry Pi.

It should be noted that Ethereum uses ECDSA (Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Al-
gorithm) for its public-key cryptography [50,51]. This is the same as bitcoin. The ECDSA
signature assigned to an Ethereum transaction proves that the sender of the transaction
had the required access to the private key, and the transaction has not been changed since
it was signed.

It should also be noted that a transaction object needs to be signed using the sender’s
private key. With the signature hash, the transaction can be cryptographically proven
that it came from the sender and submitted to the network. Moreover, ownership of
Ethereum blockchain is established through private keys, addresses, and digital signatures.
The private keys are at the center of all user interactions with Ethereum. In fact, account
addresses are derived directly from private keys, which uniquely determine a single
Ethereum address account.

In the next section, we will propose the implemented approach and the embedded
platform for the collection, use, and management of medical and pharmaceutical data.

3. Proposed Approach
3.1. Generalized System

In the context of our platform, the proposed work is to implement an efficient embed-
ded system for patient monitoring, analysis, and diagnostic support. Figure 1 represents a
generalized embedded e-health system managed by different Raspberry PI (RPi).
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Figure 1. Embedded platform for the collection, use and management of medical and pharmaceuti-
cal data.

The following patient data are sent by different sensors: EEG (electroencephalogram),
ECG (Electrocardiogram), PPG (Peak Pressure Gradient), EMG (Electromyography), blood
pressure, and SPO2 (oxygen concentration). These sent data are then collected in a Rasp-
berry PI “RPI” (mentioned as Raspberry pi Monitor in the Figure 1). The choice of the RPi
is due to the fact that it is a low-cost multiprocessor embedded platform. Its low power
consumption (less than 2 watts) makes it suitable for embedded computing.

The RPi is, indeed, more powerful than an Arduino platform, easier to program, and
less complex than an FPGA. It also gives access to more peripherals than the STM 32.
Raspberry can host a web server as well.

The patient data is then transferred to the Raspberry Crypto platform. This is a
Raspberry PI responsible for sensor data encryption. Encryption can be done using the RPI
itself or an add-on daughter board. The proposed platform is connected not only to the
patient’s sensors but also to the hospitals that use this technology for the patient.

The proposed platform can be used by pharmacists to register the medicines bought
by the different patients according to the prescriptions given either by structures (hospital,
clinic, etc.) or directly from the doctor who is connected to our Blockchain system.

In parallel, insurance companies can also access our system to check the reimbursement
forms that are sent by patients. Thus, in case of adequacy, the patient is reimbursed;
otherwise, the system allows detecting fraud attempts. Indeed, the irreversibility of any
data is recorded in the Blockchain, which makes it impossible to defraud or delete data that
have been saved.

The use of the cloud is used to keep track not only of transactions but also of data that
require a lot of space (MRIs, scans, medical reports, etc.).

Based on this platform, we designed a minimalist system as a proof of concept.

3.2. Proposed Minimalist System

This system is presented in Figure 2.
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Our minimalist system supports the use of wearable devices such as wristbands for
number of steps count and number of pulses, smartwatches (SPO2, steps count, heart rate,
sleep time and quality, stress indexes), and EEG headsets. When the wearable system
option is used, a smartphone is used as a relay for sending data using Bluetooth or Wifi for
the so-called “our embedded system” in Figure 2. It is a RPI 4 equipped with a powerful
multiprocessor SoC and 2GB of RAM. All RPI 4 collected data are stored in a local Data
Base. Stored data are accessed using a web server hosted on the RPI 4 that allows clear and
simple access to different users (clients, doctors, etc.).

These data are then sent to the Blockchain in order to save the most voluminous ones
(X-ray, MRI, CT images, etc.) and make the others as transactions in the Blockchain. We use
an embedded hardware structure for the Ethereum Blockchain.

One of the main components of our system is the EEG headset. EEG is a process
of monitoring and storing information about the electrical activity of the human brain.
EEG signals consist of spontaneous and rhythmic impulses of the brain neurons. In
neuroscience and psychology, it is suggested that EEG signals can describe affective brain
states and human behavior or abnormal brain diseases and cognitive impairments such
as Epilepsy [48], Parkinson’s disease [52], and memory problems like Alzheimer’s [53].
To track EEG signals, different headsets can be used. Wearable EEG headsets position
non-invasive electrodes along the scalp. The collected data are sent to a computer or mobile
device for storage and data processing, using wired or wireless connection. Wireless EEG
headsets offer freedom of movement and are preferred to wired headsets. There are many
different EEG wireless headsets that differ in price, electrodes numbers, availability of extra
sensors (like gyroscope, magnetometer), the availability of a feature-rich software, and the
required libraries and packages to build customized applications. We chose the Emotiv
insight EEG headset [54,55] (white color model). With less than 500 US dollars in 2021, this
headset offers a 5-channel, a gyroscope, and a rich software support [54].

Figure 3 represents an overview of the embedded Ethereum architecture.
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It is composed of two platforms:

• Raspberry PI 3 that executes the different nodes and which allows to set up the
encrypted transactions. This platform was connected to the Raspberry Pi 4 via Internet
(WiFi) [56]. It sends data to FPGA using RJ-45 link for encryption and then creates the
different Blocs. That is why we do not to have a platform with high resources. We can
consider the PI 3 as a master.

• The FPGA board that runs the complex encryption and mining Blockchain function
using the Keccak algorithm [57], which is the algorithm used by the PoW. We used the
Zedboard equipped with an AMD-Xilinx Zynq-7000 FPGA [58]. FPGA technology [59]
is adopted here as it permits the creation of custom architecture tailored to the Keccak
algorithm. For this aim, several custom and dedicated hardware accelerators (called
IPs in the paper) are developed. These IPs allow mining based on the PoW.

The encrypted and mined data are then sent back to the Raspberry Pi 3 to be saved.
The purpose of this task is to secure the Blockchain and keep the data confidential.

Once mined, the encrypted data are sent back to the Raspberry PI 4 so that the node
can be validated.

The public and private key pair of the user is generated throughout the cryptographic
algorithm, which enjoys a unique correspondence relation and is adopted in the smart
contract to confirm the user’s identity and authority. By checking the recorded certificate
content and the public key used for signature, we can scrutinize whether the certificate
data is fabricated or tampered.

This decentralized system allows the patient to add doctors, nurses, pharmacists etc.
to this infrastructure. In order to accept the introduction of confidential medical data, the
system must be secure. In this sense, the proposed system has two layers of security. Firstly,
the various data stored are encrypted in the form of transactions. This is the first layer of
security. The use of the PoW consensus during the mining process provides a second layer
of security.

Therefore, only the doctor and the patient, respectively, can decrypt and thus access
the information. This makes it possible to save the various sensitive data and only the
patient owner or the attending physicians have the right to exchange them. This security is
applied for patient data with low memory usage, heartbeat, respiratory rate, blood pressure,
SPO2, and diabetes. Data are collected and sent every 5 min to be encrypted and used as
a transaction. For more complex (2D) data like X-ray images, a database is used to store
these data.

The patient’s medical records are shared between doctor A and the patient. The
patient, via the shared public key of doctor A and the doctor’s private key, can have access
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to the data that the doctor will decrypt. These data will be encrypted by the same patient.
The latter will do the encryption with the public key of doctor B and their private key.
Doctor B will use their private key and the patient’s public key to decrypt the file and have
access to this information.

The minimalist proposed approach presented in this paper has been developed for
a limited number of patients. Each patient runs their own private blockchain system, to
which authorized medical stuff has access. A doctor can participate in several blockchain
systems corresponding to his/her different patients. Since each one needs one RPI 3 and
one FPGA board, it was not possible due to the limitation of available hardware kits, and we
were constrained to show validation of a single patient (one node) blockchain architecture.
The adoption of FPGA as a companion acceleration board allows us to successively map the
blockchain on one low-cost RPI-based node. This makes it easy to migrate for a multi-node
architecture. On the other hand, the flexible architecture of FPGA allows also the use
of various computing hardware accelerators or multiprocessors architecture that make it
suitable for other encryption schemes adopted by new updated blockchain protocol.

Using FPGA as a crypto-coprocessing unit has another important advantage over a
solution like RPI-based software encryption. FPGA can give more security levels for stored
data. Firstly, the architecture used can be highly customized using specific CPU cores that
are neither popular nor hard to decrypt. The second level is the use of encrypted bitstreams
which hardens the decryption process more.

Given that this system affects medical data as previously revealed, as well as data
privacy, we opt for the PoW algorithm. Our Blockchain remains permissioned, and the
data only needs to be kept and saved for traceability and security.

3.3. PoW Algorithm

Blockchain uses proof-of-work consensus to ensure that all participating nodes agree
on the same branch. The main idea behind the protocol is to have nodes that solve a
computationally expensive problem before they can suggest a new block. Proof of Work
(PoW) is a way of protecting a decentralized network against attacks and data falsification.
In a permissioned blockchain, miners do not usually receive a reward for their mining.
Thus, the authors of [60] give arguments in favor of PoW, compared to Byzantine fault
tolerance (BFT) based on voting.

In order to maintain the security and the confidentiality of the medical data, it is
essential to use a powerful consensus. The permissioned Ethereum blockchain is used with
PoW as a consensus.

Being greedy in execution time and CPU resources, the Keccak encryption algorithm
is selected as a candidate for hardware acceleration on the FPGA platform. The first step
for an efficient security is a careful analysis of the Keccak algorithm to ensure that the
generated IP match as close as possible the internal characteristics of the algorithm. Figure 4
represents the flowchart of the PoW. The Keccak algorithm is located on the “256 bits hash”
function. Indeed, if we find the nonce value that solves the Keccak problem, both the block,
as well as a random value called nonce, will be mined. These values are combined and
encrypted to get the hash number.

As soon as obtained, this value is compared to a source value which is the target value.

• If the hash is less than the target value, then the result is correct. Otherwise, the result
is wrong.

• In case of error, you must insert a new nonce value and restart the process.
• This algorithm, after being profiled, is implemented in HW using the VHDL language.
• The obtained IPs are then embedded on FPGA to accelerate the PoW calculation.
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4. Used Platform and Obtained Results

In this part, we will highlight the used platforms.

4.1. Hardware Used Platform

As system peripherals, we used a Smart watch Huawei GT 2 pro. This platform
permits to have a lot of patient medical data (SPO2, heart rate), physical information
(elevation, distance calories), stress rate, and sleep information.

We tested the SW platform (developed applications web and mobile) on different
smartphones. This will be described in the next part. We used both an Iphone (IOS system)
and a Samsung Smartphone (Android) to validate this approach

An illustration of our platform is provided in Figure 5.
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4.2. Hardware Implementation of the Keccak Algorithm

The hardware implementation of the Keccak algorithm uses 4 duplicated hardware
components (IPs). These IPs help speed up the process. We only used 4 of them because
the FPGA platform has limited resources. Therefore, we cannot implement more than 4 IPs
that work in parallel.

Figure 6 describes the RTL implementation of one IP.
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The implemented architecture is represented in Figure 7. We can see the 4 IPs con-
nected to each other for the hardware architecture. The ARM processor is a scheduler that
allows the allocation of one IP per transaction for hashing. If there is a need to mine, at
least 3 IPs will be allocated for mining and the last one will be either allocated for mining
or for hashing transactions. These encrypted data are the transactions that will be recorded
on the blockchain and put online.
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The FPGA Zedboard is connected to the Raspberry PI 3 for mining and implementing
the PoW consensus for our Ethereum FPGA. It is important to notice that the embedded
CPU ARM available on the AMD-Xilinx Zedboard ensures the communication between
Zedboard and PI 3 via RJ 45 communication.

A comparison between SW and HW implementation of the Keccak is illustrated in
Table 1. As comparison metrics, we use energy consumption (obtained by Xilinx Power
Estimator (XPE) and Vivado’s power analysis tools) and real execution time. We have
almost zero Watt as power consumption because we use the Xilinx Zedboard only when
we need the accelerators. Otherwise, the Xilinx platform is placed in a standby low power
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state, contrary to a PC with high consumption graphic card (225W for the MSI Gaming
Laptop with GeForce RTX 2070). HW implementation has a speed-up of about 7.5× times
less than the SW one.

Table 1. Comparison of different HW/SW Keccak implementation.

SW HW

Execution time (ms) 21 2.78
Power consumption (W) ≈0 1.7

The energy study shows the efficiency of the proposed Keccak mixed hardware-
software implementation. It ensures high speed-up without noticeable rise in power
consumption. Indeed, it is common to have very high speed-up (execution time reduction
of the mixed solutions over pure software solutions) results, but at the cost of an excessive
use of hardware logics (and a consequent rise in power consumption).

4.3. Software Platform and Proposed Technologies

In this part, we will highlight the different technologies used.

4.3.1. Blockchain Application

We also used the Ethereum Blockchain. The choice of this Blockchain is due to two
main reasons. Ethereum is a permissioned blockchain. It uses the most secure consensus:
the PoW.

We also used the following software tools:

• Truffle: A world class development environment, testing framework and asset pipeline
for blockchains using the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM).

• Ganache: Ganacheis used for setting up a personal Et4hereum Blockchain for testing
the Solidity contracts [61].

• Metamask: it is a software cryptocurrency wallet used to interact with the Ethereum
blockchain. It allows users to access their Ethereum wallet through a browser extension
or mobile app [62].

4.3.2. SW Application

As represented in Figure 8, we present the different software used. We used NodeJS,
reactJS, MongoDB, and Flutter.
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4.4. Obtained Results
4.4.1. Mobile Application

After implementing the architecture described in Section 4.3, and using the different
tools (Truffle, Ganache, React JS, Flutter etc.), we show, in Figure 9a, the main page of the
graphical interface of our Flutter application. Figure 9b describes the registration page
allowing having access and becoming a client of our system.
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4.4.2. Blockchain Implementation

In Figure 10, we can see the solidity code representing characteristics of the patient
and their inclusion to the hospital.
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Figure 11. Deployment and running of transaction.

In Figure 12, we represent a simulation of blockchain and particularly paid transactions
using virtual crypto currency. We can see 4 blocks. Each block contains one transaction.
Block 0, which is the genesis block, does not contain transactions.
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For example, the block 1 transaction used 625,462 Gas. In real Ethereum transac-
tions, 283,167 gas corresponds to approximately 764 Ether. This result is obtained after
implementation and result display from Ganache.

Figure 13 is obtained after displaying one of the blocks, especially Block 1. We notice
the used Gas, the Gas limed, mining date, block hash, and transaction hash.

In this part, we have highlighted the mobile application, the blockchain implementa-
tion, and the different results obtained after implementing our SW application.
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5. Discussion

As previously presented, in this paper, we presented a heterogeneous embedded
platform to implement a multi-input EHR that uses different sensors connected via IoT.
This platform secures the data doubly by using the Ethereum permissioned blockchain. In
this work we chose to use PoW consensus. This choice was made to allow the securing of
medical data. It is important that this data is not accessible or easy to hack.

As shown in the literature, the use of the Blockchain consumes a lot of energy. Thus,
powerful computers, servers, and GPUs are used. In this work, we have proposed an
efficient, secure, fast, and low energy consuming system compared to a classical PC. The
energy study is presented to show the efficiency of the proposed Keccak mixed hardware-
software implementation.

The use of the FPGA in our platform makes it possible to have a fast (multi-IP archi-
tecture totally parallel), secure (encryption based on Keccak transactions and mining), low
energy (only the necessary resources for our application have been used) system.

Thus, our work proposes a rather complete system. We use different types of sensors
that provide various data. These medical data are medical coming from very heterogeneous
sources like health facility (hospital, radio center, clinic, etc.), patient data (SPO2, number
of walking steps, etc.), and paramedical (pharmacy, para pharmacy etc.). These data are
either used directly as transactions or stored in a database. The database link is encrypted
and then used as a transaction to be secured. This approach is being tested with a single
patient using FPGA and RPIs in order to validate the PoW.

This system can be enriched by using artificial intelligence to allow diagnostic assis-
tance and therefore facilitate the work of doctors. On the architecture side, reconfigurable
architectures can be used to save even more energy consumption and to have an even more
reliable and optimized system.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have succeeded at setting a proof of concept of blockchain-based
e-health as well as a real e-health platform based on embedded systems. Our system, unlike
the works related to the Blockchain existing in the literature, allows us not only to use very
limited hardware architecture (low-cost ZedBoard FPGA, Raspberry PI 3 and 4), but also
offers efficient results in execution time and power consumption. Thus, we managed to
have a heterogeneous platform that can represent a system which is usable in the context
of personal data preservation and the safeguarding and securing of medical confidentiality.
This work could be more enhanced by adding dynamic reconfiguration to further optimize
the use of IPs and energy consumption. The technological transfer to make this platform
more adequate can be achieved by implementing the Hyperledger Fabric Blockchain, which
is a 100% private Blockchain.
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